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Recommender System Combining Popularity and Novelty Based
on One-Mode Projection of Weighted Bipartite Network
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Abstract: Personalized recommendation algorithms, which are effective means to solve
information overload, are popular topics in current research. In this paper, a
recommender system combining popularity and novelty (RSCPN) based on one-mode
projection of weighted bipartite network is proposed. The edge between a user and item
is weighted with the item’s rating, and we consider the difference in the ratings of
different users for an item to obtain a reasonable method of measuring the similarity
between users. RSCPN can be used in the same model for popularity and novelty
recommendation by setting different parameter values and analyzing how a change in
parameters affects the popularity and novelty of the recommender system. We verify and
compare the accuracy, diversity and novelty of the proposed model with those of other
models, and results show that RSCPN is feasible.
Keywords: Personalized recommendation, one-mode projection, weighted bipartite
network, novelty recommendation, diversity.
1 Introduction
The explosive growth of web information resources has resulted in large amounts of data
and caused serious information overload. How to help users filter large amounts of
information accurately is a popular topic of current research. Personalized recommender
systems [Ricci, Rokach and Shapira (2011)] are an effective method to solve this problem.
By analyzing the behavior of users, these systems can predict the interests of users and
recommend information that users may be interested in, thus improving the efficiency of
user filtering and reducing the time of information filtering. Current recommender
systems include collaborative filtering [Chen, Teng and Chang (2015); Li, Wang, Pan et
al. (2019)], content-based [Silvia, Javier, Jordi et al. (2015); Son and Kim (2017)], hybrid
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[Wu, Yue, Pei et al. (2016); Gan (2016)] and network-based [Zhou, Ren, Medo et al.
(2007)] systems, which have been widely used in commercial environments. The
collaborative filtering recommender system is an algorithm that calculates the similarity
between users to identify neighbor users and recommends items according to the
information of neighbors. However, data sparsity problems exist. The content-based
recommender system determines the most similar commodity to recommend on the basis
the user’s favorite commodity information. The content-based recommender system
establishes configuration files for users and items separately, analyses items that have
been purchased (or browsed), establishes or updates the users’ configuration file system,
compares the similarity between the user and item configuration files and directly
recommends the most similar items with their configuration files to the users. The
content-based recommender system only considers the interest preference of users, and
its recommendation results are intuitive and easy to understand. However, several data
formats that are difficult to understand by a machine, such as music and images, often
cannot be processed, and new interest points cannot be identified for users.
This study proposes a recommender system that combines popularity and novelty
(RSCPN). The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
(1) We consider the number of users who have purchased the items during one-mode
projection, thus weakening the impact of popular items on the similarity between users.
(2) The edge between a user and item is weighted with the item’s rating, and the
difference in the ratings of items given by different users is considered to determine a
reasonable method of measuring the similarity between users.
(3) Compared with original methods, RSCPN can be selected as popularity or novelty
recommendation in the same model according to the value of parameters, and it can
analyze how a change in parameters affects the popularity and novelty of the
recommender system. The results of RSCPN also exhibit accuracy, diversity and novelty.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the status of related
research. Section 3 presents a method to measure user similarity based on one-mode
projection of a weighted bipartite network. Section 4 proposes RSCPN and analyses the
popularity and novelty of RSCPN. Section 5 demonstrates that RSCPN has good
feasibility through an experimental verification and analysis of the model. Section 6
provides a summary of this research and directions for future work.
2 Related work
A recommender system ‘collects information on the preferences of its users for a set of items’
and ‘seeks to predict the rating’ or ‘preference that a user would give to an item’ [Bobadilla,
Omega, Hernando et al. (2013)]. The task of a recommender system is to contact users and
items. It helps users discover items that are valuable to them, and it allows items to be
displayed before interested users to achieve a win-win situation for item consumers and
producers. The most widely used recommendation methods include knowledge-based,
content-based, collaborative filtering-based, and hybrid methods [Lu, Wu, Mao et al. (2015)].
A knowledge-based recommender system [Aggarwal (2016a)] is based on explicit
knowledge of item classification, user preferences and recommendation criteria. It provides
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users with items based on knowledge that typically describes how the item meets users’
needs. It is well-suited for areas where complex projects are not frequently purchased, such
as apartments and cars. Other examples of project areas related to knowledge-based
recommender systems are digital cameras, financial services and travel destinations.
A content-based recommender system [Aggarwal (2016b)] recommends products that are
similar to the user’s previous favorite products. Content-based recommendation aims to
create an interest model for each user and recommend the content that matches the
interest model to the user. For example, a peripheral product similar to the purchased
product is recommended through the past purchase history of the user.
Collaborative filtering-based recommendation [Adomavicius and Kwon (2015); Wang,
Zhang and Hendersonb (2017); Sun, Wang, Cheng et al. (2015); Jiang, Qian, Shen et al.
(2015); Guo, Zhuang and Rabczuk (2019); Koren and Bell (2015); Chu, Mu, Liu et al.
(2019)] refers to collecting the user’s past behavior to obtain explicit or implicit
information about a product. That is, item, content or user relevance is determined based on
the user’s preference for the item or information. Then, recommendations are made based
on these associations. Recommendations based on collaborative filtering can be divided
into user-, item- and model-based recommendations. In the user-based method Jia et al. [Jia,
Yang, Gao et al. (2015); Chu, Hu, Shen et al. (2019)], a ‘neighbor’ user group with a
similar taste and preference as the current user is identified based on the preference of all
users for the item or information. In general applications, the calculation of ‘K-neighbor’ is
used. The algorithm then recommends the current user based on the history preferences of
K neighbors. Project-based collaborative filtering Li et al. [Li, Zhao, Wu et al. (2015);
Zhang, Min and Shi (2017)] uses all user preferences for items or information to discover
similarities between items and recommends similar items to users based on their historical
preference information. Owing to their ease of deployment and efficiency, collaborative
filtering-based methods are widely used in commercial systems, such as Amazon. However,
recommendation performance is difficult to improve due to data sparseness and diversity
and other issues. To improve recommendation accuracy, the model-based method uses the
user’s item scoring matrix to train a highly accurate scoring model. Examples include
clustering [Nilashi, Esfahani, Roudbaraki et al. (2016)], Bayesian belief network [Ricci,
Rokach and Shapira (2011)], Markov decision process [Liu and Wang (2018)] and latent
semantic model [Kumar, Shrivastva and Singh (2016)]. Although model-based approaches
improve the accuracy of predictions, they suffer from issues, such as model complexity,
various parameters and strong dependence on large statistical properties of the dataset.
Thus, applying model-based methods to actual recommender systems is difficult.
Various hybrid recommendation technologies [Wu, Yue, Pei et al. (2016); Gan (2016)]
have been introduced and tested. Recommendations do not simply use only one type of
recommended mechanism and strategy. They often combine multiple methods to achieve
improved recommendations. The most common hybrid method combines different types
of technologies, such as hybrid content-based collaborative filtering methods. In addition,
different technologies of the same type can be combined, such as K nearest neighborbased, content-based and naive Bayes-based content-based methods.
The concept of novelty recommendation was proposed by Herlocker et al. [Herlocker,
Konstan, Terveen et al. (2004)] to recommend items to target users that they have potential
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interests in but do not know. Compared with accuracy recommendations, novelty
recommendations can better develop user interests and make them relatively small. Items
that are unpopular but can create great value are highly recommended. Oh et al. [Oh, Park,
Yu et al. (2011)] proposed modelling the user’s rating pattern in the user-item scoring
matrix as the personal popularity tendency (PPT) and establishing corresponding items for
the item. The scored model designs a PPT matching algorithm, in which the greater the
difference is between the item’s scored model and the target user’s PPT, the higher the
novelty of the item is. Onuma et al. [Onuma, Tong and Faloutsos (2009)] modelled the
user-item scoring matrix. For a bipartite graph, the user and item are nodes, and the scoring
association is an edge. This method uses the random walk approach to calculate the degree
of association amongst all nodes and defines the ‘TANGENT’ value of the item node based
on the degree of association. The higher the value is, the higher the novelty of the item is.
Nakatsuji et al. [Nakatsuji, Fujiwara, Tanaka et al. (2010)] combined the classification
information of the user-item scoring matrix and the item then defined the distance between
the classification of the item and the classification of the user’s rating as the novelty of the
item to the target user; this method generates a recommendation list according to the
novelty rank of the items. In [Vargas and Castells (2011); Yu, Peng, Hong et al. (2014)],
the popularity of items was used to measure the items’ novelty. The more popular an item
is, the more likely the user knows the item and the less novelty the item has. In the useritem scoring matrix used in Kawamae [Kawamae (2010)], the scoring time is introduced;
the user who scores the item earlier is regarded as an innovator, and the user who has not
scored the item is a potential follower who thinks that the innovator has scored. The item
has a high degree of novelty to the follower. The method regards the target user as a
follower, calculates the probability that the other user is its innovator and recommends the
innovator-rated item to the target user based on the probability value. Zhang et al. [Zhang,
Seaghdha, Quercia et al. (2012)] constructed a graph with items as nodes, and items with
similarity make up an edge. The user’s scored items correspond to the subgraphs of the
graph. This method adds specific item nodes to the subgraphs of the target user and
calculates the clustering factor of the items.
Recommender systems based on bipartite networks [Zhang, Wang and Xiao (2017);
Wang, Li, Luo et al. (2018)] are popular research topics in the field of personalized
recommendation, and they elicit increasing attention because of their low
recommendation complexity, high accuracy and diversity of recommendation content. In
this study, we propose a recommender system combining popularity and novelty (RSCPN)
based on one-mode projection of a weighted bipartite network. Compared with original
methods, RSCPN can be selected as a popular or novelty recommendation according to
the value of parameters in the same model. Moreover, the results of the algorithm have
good accuracy, diversity and novelty.
3 User similarity measure of weighted one-mode projection
3.1 Weighted bipartite graph representation of user-item relationship in recommender
system
The bipartite graph is a network with a special structure. Fig. 1 shows that if an undirected
network G = (V , E ,W ) is a bipartite graph, it should have two sets of nodes
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X = {x1 , x2 , xm } and Y = { y1 , y2 , yn } , and these nodes should meet the following conditions.

1) X  Y = ∅ ;
2) X  Y = V ;
3) Any edge of E must have exactly one node in the set X, and the other node in Y, i.e.,
( y j , xi ), xi ∈ X , y j ∈ Y ;
E : X → Y  Y → X and ( xi , y=
j)
4) W is the adjacency matrix of the bipartite graph G for the unweighted network,
1 ( xi , y j ) ∈ E
W (i , j ) = 
.
0 ( xi , y j ) ∉ E
W (i, j ) is the specific weight for the weighted network.

x1

y1

x2

y2

x3

y3

y4

Figure 1: Bipartite graph
In the user-item recommender system, the collection of M users can be expressed as
U = {u1 , u2 , um } , and the collection of N items can be expressed as I = {I1 , I 2 , I n } . The
purchase relationship between users and items can form a bipartite graph called the useritem weighted bipartite graph, which is defined as follows:
1) W represents the purchase relation matrix between users and items, W (i, j ) = 1
indicates that user ui has purchased the item I j and W (i, j ) = 0 indicates that the user ui
has not bought item I j .
2) W M is the purchase rating matrix between users and items and represents the weight of
corresponding edges in the user-item weighted bipartite graph. W M (i, j ) ≠ 0 indicates that
user ui has purchased item I j , and the rating is W M (i, j ) . W M (i, j ) = 0 indicates that user
ui has not bought item I j .
3.2 User similarity measure of weighted one-mode projection
In the user-item weighted bipartite graph G = (U  I , E ,W ,W M ) , one-mode projection can
be carried out on the set of user nodes according to the purchase relationship between
users and items, thereby creating an association between different users who have
purchased the same item. Thus, the one-mode projection network of items to users based
on the purchase relationship can be obtained. It is called the projection network from
items to users and is presented as GI →U = (U , EU ,WU ) . It is defined as follows:
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1) EU : U → U represents the association between different users ui , u j (i ≠ j ) based on onemode projection.
2) WU (i, j ) contains the weights of association relationships between different users,
which are used to measure the similarity between different users, and it is called user
similarity matrix based on one-mode projection.
The value of WU (i, j ) is defined as follows:
(1) When considering only the purchase relationship in G = (U  I , E ,W ,W M ) without
considering the rating matrix W M , the value of WU (i, j ) is
2

, (ui , u j ) ∈ EU
∑

 Il ∈Γ (ui )  Γ (u j ) K Il
WU (i, j ) = 
0, (ui , u j ) ∉ EU


1,i = j


(1)

Γ(ui ) and Γ(u j ) are collections of items purchased by users ui and u j , respectively.
K Il = ∑W (i, l ) is the number of users who have bought item I . The value of W (i, j ) is
l
U
i

not the quantity of item jointly purchased by users ui and u j . It considers the number of
users who purchase item I , which is jointly purchased (i.e. the degree of item I l in
bipartite graph G = (U  I , E ,W ,W M ) ). When the number of users who purchase item I l is
large, the contribution to the correlation degree between ui and u j in one-mode
l

2

projection, which is expressed as K , is small. On the contrary, when the number of
I
l

users who purchase item I l is small, the contribution to the correlation degree between
2

ui and u j in one-mode projection, which is expressed as
, is large. In this manner,
KI
l

the influence of the popular item is weakened. The item that is purchased by many users
is identified based on the similarity between different users, thus making the result of
user similarity reasonable.
(2) When considering the rating matrix W M in G = (U  I , E ,W ,W M ) , the value of WU (i, j ) is
|W ( i , l ) −W ( j , l )|

−
α
2e

, (ui , u j ) ∈ EU
∑

K Il
WU′ (i, j ) =  Il ∈Γ (ui )  Γ (u j )

0, (ui , u j ) ∉ EU

1, i = j

M

M

(2)

α is a number whose value is greater than 0, and Γ(ui ) and K I = ∑W (i, l ) are similar to
i
l

those described above.
The value of WU′ (i, j ) considers users’ ratings of purchased items to measure the
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similarity of different users ui , u j . The definition of WU′ (i, j ) in Formula (2) can guarantee
that the closer the ratings of different users to buy the same item are, the greater the value
of WU′ (i, j ) is. In the case of the same rating difference, the popular item purchased by
different users contributes less to the value of WU′ (i, j ) , whereas the purchase of slowselling items greatly contributes to the value of WU′ (i, j ) . This condition also meets the
requirements of personalized and novel recommendation.
u1

1

u3

u2
4

1

4

2

5

5

I2

Note:

1

1

1
I1

u4

5

I3

User
Item

I5

I4

(a) User-item weighted bipartite network
u1
1.67
u3

u2

1.67

0.67
2

u4

(b) One-mode projection without considering rating
u1

0.14

1.25
u3

u2
0.03

0.04

u4

(c) One-mode projection with considering rating
Figure 2: One-node projection of weighted bipartite network
Fig. 2 shows that when we consider only the user’s purchase of items and the number of
users who purchase each item and not the rating, the following holds true
WU (1, 2) = 1.67 , WU (1,3) = 1.67 , WU (3, 4) = 2 .
Although the number of items purchased by u1 and u2 , u1 and u3 , u3 and u4 is all 2, the
WU (1, 2) .
number of users buying item I 3 is large, resulting in WU (3, 4) > WU (1,3) =
When considering a user’s purchase situation, the number of users who purchase each
item, the users’ rating of the item and α = 1 , we have
WU′ (1, 2) = 0.14 , WU′ (1,3) = 1.25 , WU′ (3, 4) = 0.04 .

Although the number of items purchased by u1 and u2 , u1 and u3 and u3 and u4 is all 2,
the ratings of u1 and u2 for the same items purchased are very similar, u3 and u4 have
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slightly similar ratings for the same items purchased and the rating similarity of u1 and
u3 to the same items is between the two above. Thus, WU′ (1,3) > WU′ (1, 2) > WU′ (3, 4) , and the
value of WU′ (1,3) is much greater than the value of WU′ (3, 4) , i.e. the similarity between u1
and u3 is far greater than the similarity between u3 and u4 . This result is more proper
because the closer the ratings of different users for the same items are, the higher their
similarity is; otherwise, the lower their similarity is.
To obtain a unified standard and make the value of WU′ (i, j ) fall within [0,1], we can
implement normalization on WU′ (i, j ) as follows:
 WU′ (i, j )
,i ≠ j

WU′ (i, j ) =  max WU′ (i, j )

1, i = j


(3)

The term max WU′ (i, j ) represents the maximum of all values in the original WU′ (i, j ) .
4 Popular and novel recommendation based on user similarity
4.1 Calculation of an item’s recommended predictive value combining popularity and
novelty for a single user
For a user ui in the recommender system, the principle of commodity recommendation is
as follows:
1) Determine the most similar k users.
2) From the items purchased by k similar users, identify p items with the highest rating
that have not been purchased by user ui for recommendation to user ui .
The details are as follows:
The k users that are most similar to user ui are the users corresponding to the k
1, 2, m) marked as U i = {ui1 , ui 2 , , uik } . The item
maximum values in WU′ (i, j )(i ≠ j, j =
collection that has been purchased by ui1 , ui 2 , , uik and has not been purchased by ui is
marked as I (ui ) , resulting in I (ui ) = Γ(ui1 )  Γ(ui 2 )  Γ(uik ) − Γ(ui ) .
When recommending p items to user ui from I (ui ) , the items that have been purchased
by the user of the most similar k users to user ui and with higher ratings have higher
priority of recommendation. Therefore, we can calculate the weighted average value of
each item in I (ui ) initially as the basis of the recommendation’s predicted value. To
combine popular and novel recommendation, the predictive value recommended to user
ui for an item in I (ui ) , marked as I l ∈ I (ui ) , can be defined as
=
R (i , l )

∑ W ′ (i, j )W ( j, l )

u j ∈U i

U

| Γ( I l )  U i |

⋅e

−

β
|Γ ( I l ) U i |

(4)

| Γ( I l )  U i | represents the number of users who have purchased item I l and belong to
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U i = {ui1 , ui 2 , , uik } , the most similar k users to ui .

∑ W ′ (i, j )W ( j, l )
U

u j ∈U i

represents the weighted average of rating value of item I l , which is

| Γ( I l )  U i |

given by u j ∈ Γ( I l )  U i , the users who have purchased the item I l and belong to
U i = {ui1 , ui 2 , , uik } , the most similar k users to ui . The weight is WU′ (i, j ) , which is the
similarity between user ui and user u j .
e

−

β
|Γ ( I l ) U i |

represents the correction to

∑ W ′ (i, j )W ( j, l )

u j ∈U i

U

| Γ( I l )  U i |

, which is a part of the weighted

average value, considering the number of users buying I l in U i = {ui1 , ui 2 , , uik } . β is a
correction factor.
4.2 Analysis of popularity and novelty in RSCPN
For the recommended prediction value R(i, l ) expressed by Formula (4), the value range
β

of correction factor β is generally [-1,1]. When β > 0 , e − |Γ ( I )U | is the increasing
function of | Γ( I l )  U i | , which is the number of users who have purchased the item I l
and belong to U i = {ui1 , ui 2 , , uik } . When | Γ( I l )  U i | increases, the larger the number of
users who have purchased the item I l and belong to collection of similar users is, the
greater the recommended predictive value, marked as R(i, l ) , is. Therefore, β ≥ 0
denotes a popular recommendation.
l

i

β

When β < 0 , e − |Γ ( I )U | is the decreasing function of | Γ( I l )  U i | , which means that the
larger the number of users who have purchased item I l and belong to collection of
similar users is, the smaller the recommended predictive value is. The smaller the number
of users who have purchased item I l and belong to the collection of similar users is, the
greater the recommended predictive value is. Therefore, β < 0 denotes a novel
recommendation. In the case of the same weighted average value, the smaller the number
of users who have purchased item I l and belong to U i = {ui1 , ui 2 , , uik } is, the greater the
recommended predictive value of item I l , marked as R(i, l ) , is. This means that item I l
is more likely to be recommended to the user.
l

i

When β = 0 , the recommended value does not consider the sales of I l , and the
recommended predicted value is equal to the weighted average value of ratings.
Here, novelty and popular recommendations assume that the purchase situation of item I l
provided by users in U i = {ui1 , ui 2 , , uik } can reflect the overall purchase situation of item
I l provided by the entire users. If highly accurate results are needed, the value of k can
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be appropriately increased.

4.3 Overall recommendation of user-item in RSCPN
To facilitate the representation and calculation of user-item recommendation by matrix
′′ WU′ − I ( I is a unit matrix).
operation, user similarity matrix WU can be processed to W=
U
Hence, the items bought by user ui do not affect the recommended predicted value in the
recommended predicted process of the items that have been purchased by user ui . For
any item I l , the recommended predicted value of user ui can be expressed as follows:

∑ W ′′(i, j )W

=
R(i, l )

u j ∈U

U

M

( j, l )

∑ WU′′(i, j )W ( j, l )

β

−

⋅e

∑ WU′′(i , j )W ( j ,l )

(5)

u j ∈U

u j ∈U

We define

e

−

β
WU′′W

e

−

−

(i, l )=e

β
WU′′W

as a matrix, and the element at row i and column l is
β

∑ WU′′(i , j )W ( j ,l ) .

u j ∈U

As a result, WU′′W M , WU′′W and
and ⋅ / operations as follows:

e

−

α
WU′′W

are homotypic matrixes. We can define the ⋅∗

β

β

U

U

−
−
(1) [(W ′′W M ) ⋅∗=
e W ′′W ](i, j ) (WU′′W M )(i, j ) ⋅ e W ′′W (i, j ) , i.e., the ⋅∗ operation of two
U
homotypic matrixes, is the multiplication of elements corresponding to two matrixes.

 (WU′′W M )(i, j )
,(WU′′W )(i, j ) ≠ 0

(2) [(WU′′W ) ⋅ /(WU′′W )](i, j ) =
, i.e., the ⋅ / operation of two
 (WU′′W )(i, j )

0,(WU′′W )(i, j ) = 0

M

homotypic matrixes, is the division of elements corresponding to two matrixes (if the
divisor is 0, the result is 0).
Therefore, the matrix of the recommended predictive value between users and items is
expressed as follows:
R = [(WU′′W M ) ⋅ /(WU′′W )] ∗ e

−

β
WU′′W

(6)

During recommendation, to carry out novel recommendation, we can take β < 0 and
recommend k items that have the largest recommended predictive value of users
ui (i = 1, 2, , m) from the obtained recommendation matrix R to user ui . To carry out
popular recommendation, we can take β > 0 . In addition, if novelty and popularity are
required simultaneously, we can take k / 2 items with the largest value from the
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recommended predictive matrix when β < 0 and take k / 2 items with the largest value
from the recommended predictive matrix when β > 0 . Thus, we can obtain k items.
Algorithm flow chart:
Purchase relation

one-mode projection

Calculate
similarities between
users

User rating

Establishment of
weighted bipartite
network

Collection of similar
users

Statistics of items
purchased by similar
users

N

β≥0

Y

Popularity
recommendation

Novelty
recommendation
Calculate the
recommended
predicted value of
the items

User
recommendation list

Figure 3: Flow chart of RSCPN
Next, the time and space complexity of RSCPN is analyzed below, assuming that there
are n users and m items in the recommendation system. The algorithm is used to calculate
the similarity between users, and its time complexity is O(m 2 n) ; The algorithm is used to
calculate the predicted value of the user for unpurchased items, and its time complexity is
O(n) . In general, the time complexity of RSCPN is O(m 2 n) . RSCPN uses a matrix to
store user ID, item ID and user rating with a spatial complexity of O(nm) .
5 Experiments
5.1 Dataset
For the experiment, we use the MovieLens movie dataset, which was created by the
GroupLens research group at the University of Minnesota in United States. The source
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site is http://www.grouplens.org. The dataset contains 100,000 pieces of rating data for
1,628 movies provided by 943 users. Each user evaluated at least 20 movies, and the
rating is between 1 and 5. The higher the rating is, the more the user liked the movie. If
the rating is greater than or equal to 3, the user likes the movie. If the rating is less than 3,
the user does not like the movie. The algorithm proposed in this study divides the
selected data into training (80%) and test (20%) sets. Each record of the dataset contains
the following fields: user ID, item ID, user rating (1-5) and timestamp.
5.2 Evaluation metrics
The mean absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE) and hamming distance
(HD) are used in this work to measure the performance of popular recommendation. The
average popularity is used to evaluate the quality of novel recommendation.
(1) MAE and RMSE are used to represent the grade of accuracy according to the
deviation between predictive and actual values. The smaller the error is, the higher the
recommendation accuracy is. If the set of user’s predictive rating is
{ p1 , p2 , p3 , p 4 , pN −1 , pN } and the set of user’s actual rating is {q1 , q2 , q3 , q 4 , qN −1 , qN } ,
then MAE and RMSE [Sexton and Laake (2009)] are defined as
MAE=

∑

N
i =1

( pi − qi )

∑

RMSE=

N
N
i =1

( pi − qi ) 2
N

(7)
(8)

(2) HD [Adomavicius and Kwon (2011)] evaluates the diversity of the predicted result
based on the number of identical items in different users’ recommendation lists. The HD
between the recommended list of ui and the recommended list of u j is defined as
H ij =1-

Qij

(9)

L

where Qij represents the collection of public items between the recommended list of ui
and the recommended list of u j , Qij represents the number of elements in Qij and L
represents the length of a recommended list. If the two recommended lists are completely
consistent, then Qij =0 . If the two recommendation lists do not have any similar item, then
Qij =1 . The average value of all users’ HD is the HD of the entire system.
HD=

∑

i≠ j

H ij

m * (m − 1)

(10)

where m represents the number of users.
The larger HD is, the higher the diversity of the recommended result is.
(3) The commonly used method of novelty [Hurley and Zhang (2011)] evaluation utilizes
the average popularity of the recommended result. Popularity <k> [Su and Khoshgoftaar
(2009)] can reflect the recommendation for slow-selling items. The less popular items are
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likely to make users feel novel. The popularity of the recommender system can be
expressed by the mean <k> of the recommended item’s degree. If <k> is high, the
number of popular items in the recommended items is large. <k>, the average value of
item’s degree, can be defined as
k =

1 n L
∑∑ p(i)
nL =j 1 =i 1

(11)

where n represents the number of users, L represents the length of the recommended list
and p(i ) represents the degree of item I i . The lower the average value of the item’s
degree is, the higher the novelty is.
5.3 Experimental results
We experiment with the effect of parameters α , K and β on the experimental result.
Then, we compare the four algorithms, which include the algorithm of taking a certain
value of α , K and β proposed in this paper, the spreading activation approach for
collaborative filtering (SA-CF) algorithm proposed by Liu et al. [Liu, Wang and Guo
(2009)], the network-based inference (NBI) algorithm proposed by Zhou et al. [Zhou,
Ren, Medo et al. (2007)] and the hybrid method of heat conduction and mass diffusion
(HHM) algorithm proposed by Zhou et al. [Zhou, Kuscsik, Liu et al. (2010)].
5.3.1 Calibration of dynamic adjustable parameter α
Fig. 4 shows the impact of dynamic factor α on algorithm accuracy. When α changes,
the MAE and RMSE of the recommended result also change. The result is the best when
the value of α is approximately 0.6.

Figure 4: Impact of dynamic factor α on algorithm accuracy
5.3.2 Impact of the number of nearest neighbor (K) on the recommendation accuracy
Selecting an appropriate number of nearest neighbors can improve accuracy and reduce
the computation time.
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Figure 5: Impact of the number of nearest neighbors (K) on recommendation accuracy
Fig. 5 shows that MAE and RMSE decrease with the increase in K, the number of nearest
neighbors. The reason is that when the number of users with high similarity increases, the
recommended result becomes more accurate. However, when K reaches approximately
50, the function curves of MAE and RMAE become stable, so we set the value of K to 60.
5.3.3 Analysis and comparison of experimental results
We perform a comparative experiment. The threshold of the nearest neighbor is set to 60
in the experiment, and the results are described below.
1) Analysis of novel recommendation
(1) Impact of parameter β on novelty

Figure 6: Impact of β on the novelty of RSCPN
Fig. 6 shows the impact of dynamic β on the novelty of RSCPN when the threshold of the
nearest neighbor is set to 60, and ‘top_10’ indicates that the length of the recommended
list is 10. When β changes, <k>, the mean of the recommended item’s degree, also varies.
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When β ≤ -0.5 , the function curve of <k> becomes stable. In this study, we take β =-0.8 .
(2) Comparison of novelty

Figure 7: Comparison of popularity
The commonly used method of novelty evaluation utilizes the average popularity of the
recommended result. Figs. 6 and 7 show that RSCPN significantly improves the
recommendation effect of slow-selling items compared with the three traditional
algorithms, namely, SA-CF, NBI and HHM. Fig. 7 shows that RSCPN significantly
reduces the popularity of recommended items under the effect of parameter β < 0 . The
personalization and novelty of the recommender system are improved, and the items that
are not very popular in the recommender system can be recommended to users.
2) Comparison of accuracy and diversity
Fig. 8 shows the comparison of SA-CF, NBI, HHM and RSCPN in terms of MAE,
RMSE and HD.

Figure 8: Comparison of different algorithms based on accuracy and diversity
The comparison of MAE and RMSE in Fig. 8 shows that RSCPN is clearly superior to
SA-CF, NBI and HHM in terms of recommendation accuracy, which proves that the
proposed algorithm has higher accuracy and has more chances of recommending favorite
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items to users. The comparison of the three algorithms in terms of HD shows that RSCPN
has better diversity than SA-CF, NBI and HHM.
The experimental results show that RSCPN greatly improves the diversity of
recommendation. The recommendation of popular movies is effectively suppressed in the
movie recommendation because the influence of user’s and item’s degrees is considered,
and users who contribute to the target user are deemed accurate. In addition, the
personalization of recommendation is improved, thus meeting the multi-interest
requirements of different users.
6 Conclusions and future work
Personalized recommender algorithms are effective tools for solving the problem of
information overload and help users filter massive information accurately. In view of the
characteristics of the traditional bipartite recommender algorithm, we perform one-mode
projection on a set of user nodes based on a user-item bipartite graph and obtain a onemode projection network from items to users. During one-mode projection, a highly
reasonable method of measuring user similarity is obtained by considering the number of
users who have bought the item and the difference in item ratings from different users.
We present RSCPN based on the user similarity measure and analyze the influence of
popularity and novelty in the recommender system. Then, we verify the proposed model
and compare its accuracy, diversity and novelty with those of other models. The
experimental results show that introducing ratings into the bipartite graph and
considering the difference in user ratings are feasible and greatly improve the accuracy of
the recommended results. During novel recommendation, the recommendation of cold
movies increases the diversity of the algorithm. Apart from users’ social behavior data,
the socialized label information of users is also an important source of data for the user
label. Therefore, recommending based on the user-item-label three-partite graph structure
will be the next focus of our research.
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